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A Study on Robustly Stabilizable Controller for Pneumatic Servo System 
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Ehime University 
Abstract. This paper considers the finite- dimensional robustly stabilizing controller design 
for the pneumatic servo system whose transfer function takes the form of a strictly proper 
rational function times a delay. The designing controllers is based on H= -control theory. 
I . Introduction 
In this paper we consider the robust stability problem in the framework of the H_ -control . 
We take the pneumatic servo system as an infinite-dimensional mathematical model. We 
express modeling errors ,due to the change of values of time delay, as perturbations of the 
nominai model and find a fixed controller based on this nominai plant model, which stabilizes 
not only the nominai plant but also the family of perturbcd plants in the closed loop system. We 
consider factor coprime perturbations ([1],[6],[7],[8],[13] ) so that it is possible to find upper 
bounds of perturbations for the time delay and also for other some parameters to which the 
robustness is achieved. For the practical use it is desirable to have a finite-dimensional controller, 
so we take a finite-dimensionai nominal plant and design the controller based on this nominal 
plant model. All the calculations for designing controllers , in which we use the state space 
techniques ([4]), are in finite-dimensional ones. 
This paper is organized as follows. Section II presents brief illustrations of the pneumatic servo 
system. In Section 11 some background material in H= -control theory is reviewed which is 
needed for applying the H_ -control to the control of the pneumatic servo system. In Section IV 
we apply the facts in Section I~: to designing of rmite-dimensional robustly stabilizable 
controllers for the pneumatic servo system. 
II . Pneumatic servo system 
Figurel. shows the schematic diagram of the pneumatic servo system which is the control 
object in this paper. According prepared experiments and considering the applied voltage for 
power amplification as the input and the piston position as the output, respectively, the transfer 
function of the plant , in which the action delay of the piston and the computation-time of the 
computer are taken into account, can bc describcd as follows ([lO],[1 I],[15]): 







pressure area of the piston [ crn2 J, 
load mass [Kg], 
vlscosity friction parameter [ N ･ s / cm2], 
transformation gain, 
time constant [s J, 
time delay [s J. 
The transfer functlon takes the form of a strictly 
has a pole on the irnaginary axis. 
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m . Robust control under coprime factor perturbations 
?
Notation. H_ denotes the Hardy space of bounded anai , ic functions in the right half plane of 
the complex plane, and ll ･ IL denotes its norm. F* denotes the quotient field of H_ . For the 
notational convenience, we will suppress matrix dimensions and use H* and F_ aiso for the 
corresponding spaces of vector- and matrix-vaiued functions. If P(s) is a matrix function of s . 
P(s) := P(-5). 
If H and K are Hilbert spaces and P: H ~~ K is an operator, then P denotes its adjoint and 
ll P Il denotes its norm. r denotes the Hankel operator. 
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l . Closed loop stability 
Consider the feedback configuration of Figure2, where P denotes the plant to be controlled 






Figure ~_. Standard feedback configuration 
Let the feedback conflguratron of Flgure2 where P eF and C e F* bc denoted by [P, C]. 
The configuration is defined to bc stable if the operators u -~d and e -~ r are bounded. 
This is equivalent to ???
I -C (1-CP)~1 ~l-pC)~ 
-P I ~ P(1-CP)-1 (1-PC)~l 
belonging to H_ . If [P, C] is stable , then we say that the controller C stabilizes the plant P. 
2. Controller parametrization 
We will assume that the transfer function P(s) of the plant P admits right and left coprime 
factorizations as follows: 
P(s) = N(s)Afl(s) = ~l(s)N(s) 
where M, N,M,N e H_ such that there exist X,Y. X. Y e H_ satisfying the Bezout identity 
MX+ NY = XAif +YN = I 
In fact existence of such a factorization is necessary for the existence of a stabilizing controller 
belonging to F_ [10]. 
AM~1 , ~lN is called a normalized right and left coprime factorization of P respectively if 
























The following result was obtained by Vidyasagar and Kimura for finite dimensional systems in 
[13], and which is extended to for infinite dimensional systems by Georgiou and Smith in [6]. 
Theoreml: Let C be a controller with transfer function C = (U+ MQXV+ NQ)1 for the plant 
P ::: ~lN . Then the following are equivalent. 
a) [Pl'C] is stable forall Pl with transfer function P1 =:(M+AM_ )l(N +Af!) where AM A!~ 
e H and (A ) IL _ ~f,A!v < b. 
ll [U) + [M) ~[ ?
V N ?
A dual result holds for normaiized right coprime factor perturbations. 
Let bept denote the supremum over all b such that there exists a controller C which 
stabillzes all plants P wlth transfer functron P1 =(M+A~)l(N +AN) where AM_ Alv e H* and )L l (A~!'A!7 < b. Itfollows that 
b~i = inf U~ rM 
??
- ) [opt QeH V J + LN 
It is also known that this infimum is achieved for some Qo e H_. We say that the controller 
Co ::: (U+ M~)XV + NQo)~1 js the maximum robust controller for P. 
The following formula for the ma~ximum factor robustness margin bopt ¥vas given in [6].' 
Theorem 2: The maximum factor robustness margin bopt for P = ArlN := AM~1 is given by 
= - )I[ j 
???
bopt ~r~ ? -iv 
The following approximation result is useful for designing finite-dimensional robustly 
stabilizing controllers. [1] 
Theorem3: Suppose that P = Pr + ph where Pr is rational and contains all the unstable poles 
ll li <kt(<e ) . and Ph e H_ with ll Ph ~ = 
Then if C stabilizes Pr with factor robustness margin e , it stabilizes P with factor robustness 
margin at least equal to e - p . 
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IV. Desjgn of finite-dimensional robustly stabilizing controller for the pneumatic servo system 
In the pneumatic servo system the transfer function is given by 
Ke ~1 s 
P(s) = ~D + M~)(1 + I~) where K Aoe 
which bclongs F_ . 
We consider an uncertain system with changing values of parameters described by 
~(s) - Ke~Is ¥vhere O~L~L Dl~b~p2 Ml~ ~t~M2' 
s(b + M~s)(1+ I~) 
For designing a finitedimensionai robustly stabilizing controller, first, ignoring the time delay 
we take the simple nominal plant as follows: 
po(s) ~ K Dl + D2 M1 + M2 where Do = and Mo =s(Do + Mos)(1 + ~~) 2 2 
Obtaining a minimum realization for Po and solving the algebraic Riccati ~:uations ,we have 
the maximum robustness margin bepi and the normalized coprime factorization of Po 
such that 
po(s) = K / s) _ n(s) where ~s) is a polynomiai of degree3 
s(Do + Mos)(1 + 1:~) / ~s) ~ lr~s) 
Then the perturbed plant is described by 
PA(s) = n(s)+ An(s) 
/?~s) + Am(s) 
( _ _ L ) s(AD + AMs)(1E:s+ 1) As with the factor perturbations An(s) = n(s) I e and A m(s) = p (s) 
We aiso rind the maximum robust controller Co for Po ' 
If 5 = An(s) _< bopt for AL = L , the maximum robustcontroller Co 
stabilizing controller for the perturbed plants such that 
~(s) - Ke~Is 
~ i) + M~s)(1 + ~,) 
wlth 0<L< L M0~81 ~M~ M0+61 and D0~62 ~ D~D0+62 
where 5 and 6 are calculated by Am(s) j =< ~7 l 2 11 1 - - -
If 6= 11 Ii An(s) =~: bopt for AL = L , in this case, using the nominal values M D and o' o' 
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?
Lo = ~ we take the nomlnal plant as follows 
Ke~~s 
Po(s) = s(Do + Mos)(1 + ~~) 
Now we have the normalized coprime factorization of Po such that 
Ke~~s / (s) e~Los,~s) Po(s) = - m(s) where p{s) rs a polynomral of degree3 s(Do + Mos)(1 + I~) / ~s) ~ 
Then the perturbcd plant is described by 
e~Iosn(s) + A,, (s) 
PA(s) = m(s) + A~(s) 
wlth the factor perturbatlons A (s) = e~Losn(s~~1 - e~ALs s(AD + AMs)(1E:s + l) 
?
and Am(s) = p(s) 
ll il Taking an appropriate order modal approximation, we have P = Pr + Ph With llPh u _< ,~ . 
And calculate the maximum robustness margin e and the maximum robust controller Cr for Pr' 
If e - kt is acceptable , by Theorem3, the maximum robust controller C. for Pr also serves as a 
robust controller for the original infinite-dimensional system P with factor robustness margin of 
at least e - p; . 
Hence, the maximum robust controller C. is a stabilizing controller for the perturbcd plants 
such that 
~(s) - Ke~Ls 
s(b + M~s)( I + Is) 
wlth0<L<L M 6 <M<M +6f and D0~6~<D<D +6 
Note that in the above procedure of designlng the controller all the calculatlons are finite-
dimensionai ones. 
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